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Biography
Combining two of Canada’s main exports, comedy and natural resources, Mike Wood is
a comedian with a degree in mine engineering.
He has been making people laugh for money since 1994. From 1996 to 2003, comedy
put food on the table and paid for an engineering degree. Mike Wood’s comedy and
engineering careers are now themselves part of a clever balancing act that may
someday pave the way for home ownership.
Starting out as a street performer at outdoor festivals in Canada, Mike developed a slick
outdoor stunt comedy show, and has since moved to indoor stages all over the world.
He is a successful stand-up comedian, MC /host and actor, but it is Mike Wood’s
“Catapulted Cabbage Catch” that has taken him around the world. From Toronto to
Singapore, Dublin to Christchurch, Bruges to Barcelona, Mike has performed in every
province of Canada and 13 different countries.
Mike’s comedy is dry but affable, wry but off-beat. His smart sense of humour is
informed by years of pop culture immersion and a love of language. He demands little
of his audience except their attention and a willingness to connect a few dots.
The question he is asked most often is, “Have you ever performed in the UK?—because
you would totally kill there.” The answer is “no.” Having completed a move from
Toronto to London in October 2007, he hopes to avoid this question in the future.

Quotations
“I haven’t seen something like that in a really long time.”
—Mark Breslin, Founder of YukYuk’s Comedy Clubs
“He has timed his show so not a minute goes by without a laugh.”
—Ben Gelinas, Edmonton Journal
“Street performers [like Mike Wood] really add to the mis-en-scène of the city; they’re part
of what gives a city its character.”
—Toronto Mayor David Miller, Now Magazine
“... really worked the funnybone with...his searing wit”
—Carolyn Nikodym, Vue Weekly

